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ENGLISH: Mind Bending: Read the story and underline all the homophones given in it. See if 

you can find all the homophones that have been use incorrectly. Underline the words that 
you need to change and use a dictionary to help. Write it in your notebook. 

Last knight when I looked up the sky was dark blew. I new I wood sea stars but eye was 
surprised buy there brightness. Who had maid them seam sew beautiful? I was shore they 
had bean maid millions of years ago, and I was court up in there beauty. I wanted to stair 
at them four ever, butt my piece was disturbed. Nun of this would bee forgotten but I knew 
it was to grate to last. 

Find a homophone for each of the following words. Make sentences with each pair of 
homophones to show that you know what they mean. 

1. Dear 
2. Tale 

      [Time: 20 minutes                                       MI: Verbal             RBT: Analysis] 

MATHS: Practice: Multiply the following blanks. 

1. 10 x 700 = _____ 

2. 3 x 343 = _______ 

3. 4 x 100 = _______ 

4. 8 x 200 = _______ 

5. 9000 x 2 = ______ 

6. 3000 x 3 = ______ 

7. 7 x 20 = _______ 

8. 3 x 300 = _______ 

9. 8 x 3000 = ______ 

10. 4 x 10 = ________ 

[Time: 20 minutes         MI: Logical   RBT: Understanding] 

 
EVS: Spellings: Write the spellings of the given spices, fruits and vegetables thrice in your nb 
applying the given rule. 
     (look - cover – say – check – write) 
Fruits:  guava     jackfruit       cherry        strawberry      
Vegetables:   spinach   cauliflower   lotus stem    jackfruit    ginger    french beans     bitter gourd 
Spices: turmeric   coriander    cumin    cardamom    
 
[Time: 20 minutes               MI: Verbal           RBT: Knowledge]   
 

     *********************** 


